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Expanding your
social reach
with ads.
If you’ve already got a social media presence, 
you’ve probably noticed fewer and fewer of your 
followers are seeing your posts. It’s not because 
you’re doing anything wrong. Social media 
companies are continuing to throttle viral and 
organic traffic from their users. Hopefully, that will 
change. For now, the way you win is by getting the 
biggest impact from each dollar you spend
on advertising.

Recent events have accelerated the 
inevitable rise of ecommerce and 
social media marketing. Data from 
our own customers shows small 
businesses starting at an increased 
rate, and many of them are thriving  
by taking advantage of online sales 
and marketing trends.

We’ve designed this reusable 
workbook to help you do the same.
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Learn more about boosted posts vs.
paid advertising.

PROTIP

https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521689756;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3v0uGmYL3d4&list=PLdg4YtrtIzunKOyQRezdH2fm32g3vXI2k&index=68
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521689756;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3v0uGmYL3d4&list=PLdg4YtrtIzunKOyQRezdH2fm32g3vXI2k&index=68
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Know your 
business.
Setting goals is about three things:

1. Where your business stands today.

2. Where you want to take your business.

3. How far you can go from the first toward 
the second in one campaign.

The size of your ad buy and your current
follower count are going to impact your goals. 
Larger growth percentages are more reasonable 
for newer campaigns.

Is your goal for the campaign more profit 
or more followers?

Do you have a physical store location or  
an online store?

Is your business a service or a product? 

Profit

Service

Physical

Followers

Product

Online Both

Use the main portion of this document to 
determine what types of ad creative will work 
best for your business. Utilize the worksheet 
pages to track individual ad posts.

PROTIP
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If you’ve got data from previous campaigns or 
sales figures, use it to refine your audience. If you 
don’t have data yet, that’s fine. You’re going to use 
what you learn from this campaign to refine your 
future campaigns.

Describe which keywords will resonate 
with your customers:

Who is going to buy this product?

Why are they buying this product? What 
problem is it solving for them?

You’re paying for every pair of eyes, so it’s important 
that your content is reaching the right eyeballs. 

Let’s take a moment to figure out who your 
audience is:

Describe your customers as precisely as 
possible. Consider age, gender, income, 
anything that can help you focus your campaign. 

Know your 
audience.
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• Quality over quantity. If you have to choose 
between spending your budget on a ton of lead 
or a sliver of gold, choose gold.  

• Plan it out. Most mistakes happen before a 
project starts. Take a little time to figure out 
where you’re going.  

• Focus on the needs of your audience. You’ll  
get better results. 

• If you pay an expert, trust their expertise.  
Don’t be afraid to give input, but remember 
they’re the pros.  
 

• It’s about engagement. Give people a reason  
to care about what you’re showing them. 

• Be you. Think about the way you want your 
customers to perceive you and make sure 
your content is true to that.

The following pages feature types of content  
and helpful hints for creating your ads.

Choose the
best types of content
for your business.
Great rules for all types  
of content:
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Helpful hints
for writing copy.
Look at it from your customers’ point of view.
Write about what they want from you, not about 
what you want from them.

If your business is technical or sells a solution, 
you’re likely going to rely foremost on storytelling to 
get your point across, although simple illustrations 
or stock images can be powerful aids in that pursuit. 
(See page 7 for more about image use.)

What story do you want to tell
your customers? 

Jump to the worksheet section to find a page 

that allows you to track all your creative for your  

social ad.
How to write better Instagram captions.

PROTIP

https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521688319;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UZRZ0cCYrY&list=PLdg4YtrtIzunKOyQRezdH2fm32g3vXI2k&index=132
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521688319;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UZRZ0cCYrY&list=PLdg4YtrtIzunKOyQRezdH2fm32g3vXI2k&index=132
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Images can be tricky. Make sure they look 
professional. It’s better to have a handful of good 
pictures than a mountain of average ones. Most 
of the time, you’ll pair visuals with written words. 
Sometimes you rely more on the words, other 
times more on the visuals. What matters is that, 
together, the words and the images tell people the 
story you’re trying to convey.

If your business is very visual, photos are the way 
to go. Anyone selling physical products should 
consider leaning into images for their ads.

Helpful hints
for images.

Tips for editing photos.

How to remove your background
in images.

How to add an image in
GoDaddy Studio.

PROTIP

https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521352278;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xG0tQl9QBUY&list=PLdg4YtrtIzunKOyQRezdH2fm32g3vXI2k&index=116
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3668754TIKTOK/B27311365.329607418;dc_trk_aid=521688349;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.tiktok.com/@godaddy/video/7049772959229021445?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&lang=en
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3668754TIKTOK/B27311365.329607418;dc_trk_aid=521688349;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.tiktok.com/@godaddy/video/7049772959229021445?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&lang=en
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3668754TIKTOK/B27311365.329607418;dc_trk_aid=521688349;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.tiktok.com/@godaddy/video/7049772959229021445?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&lang=en
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521688325;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyifAIiGO7k&list=PLdg4YtrtIzun37cV2Dpu1UjvhOJVb_ygt&index=24
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521688325;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uyifAIiGO7k&list=PLdg4YtrtIzun37cV2Dpu1UjvhOJVb_ygt&index=24
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521352278;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xG0tQl9QBUY&list=PLdg4YtrtIzunKOyQRezdH2fm32g3vXI2k&index=116
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3668754TIKTOK/B27311365.329607418;dc_trk_aid=521688349;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.tiktok.com/@godaddy/video/7049772959229021445?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&lang=en
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Keep them short. Video content has been trending 
heavily toward shorter content this past year, and 
that’s where people are most comfortable. As an 
added bonus, short content offers you the most 
posting options across social media platforms. 

If you’re selling your personality, service or 
something really naturally photogenic, like custom 
costumery for puppies and kittens, go with video. 
Anyone who’d scroll past a video of a kitten 
wearing a top hat and a monocle isn’t someone 
you need as a customer. 

Helpful hints
for videos.

Create video content with 
GoDaddy Studio.

PROTIP

https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521688328;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eb3JaoqA_YM&list=PLdg4YtrtIzun37cV2Dpu1UjvhOJVb_ygt&index=1
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521688328;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eb3JaoqA_YM&list=PLdg4YtrtIzun37cV2Dpu1UjvhOJVb_ygt&index=1
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Livestreaming your sales and events is just starting 
to gain traction. It’s video content happening in 
real time, with you and your audience interacting, 
usually through text chat. There’s a lot of pressure 
that goes into live events, and we can’t really 
overstate how much you should prepare for a live 
event ahead of time, but there’s no better way to 
engage people.

Better yet, social media companies want 
livestreaming to catch on so they can make people 
pay for it, but right now that means they’re making it 
easy to do successfully without forking over money. 

The new thing
is livestreaming.
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Don’t be afraid to fail, try something else or try 
again. Of course, if you do everything right on the 
marketing side, you still need to make the sale. 
That’s where ecommerce comes in. 

We’ll do a deep dive into setting up a winning 
ecommerce store in our next ebook in this series.

Track your numbers. 
Enter your current baseline (of your chosen 
metric) if available:

Enter your goal:

Know your goal.
Now’s a good time to figure out what you want to get 
out of your campaign. It could be sales, revenue or 
followers. There’s no wrong answer, just pick
your focus. 

Find what 
works for you.

Check ONE option:

Sales Revenue

Followers Engagement

You can fill out the interactive sections as 
you read through, or just use the worksheet 
in the back of the book. 
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Gaining followers or boosting engagement is more 
a long-term investment, so it’s harder to speak to 
wins or losses. But if you look at your numbers, 
you should be able to see what sort of impact an 
increase in followers or engagement has on your 
overall sales. It might be worth tracking, even if it’s 
not your goal.

Followers and
engagement.

These two are usually pretty straightforward. Did 
you make more money on selling your products or 
services through the ad campaign than you spent? 
Well done. 

Sales and
revenue.

Money spent on ad campaign:

Money spent on ad campaign:

Revenue generated:

Followers gained or impressions made:
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Whether you met your goals or not, made money 
or not, you’ve still gained something incredibly 
valuable: Data. Take a good look at who bought  
your products or engaged with your ads. 

If the people who engaged with your ads don’t 
match up with the people who are making 
purchases, you know you targeted your ads 
wrong... and that next time you’re going to zero 
in on the people who did make a purchase. 

Write out everything you’ve learned about  
your audience:

Chart for top demographics, tags, etc.?

Win or lose,
you win.

Manage an editorial calendar.
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PROTIP

https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521688334;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mX7rODuozxY&list=PLdg4YtrtIzunKOyQRezdH2fm32g3vXI2k&index=49
https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/trackclk/N797029.3009385YOUTUBE-ADWORDS/B27311365.329430506;dc_trk_aid=521688334;dc_trk_cid=97123117;dc_lat=;dc_rdid=;tag_for_child_directed_treatment=;tfua=;ltd=?https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mX7rODuozxY&list=PLdg4YtrtIzunKOyQRezdH2fm32g3vXI2k&index=49
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Interpreting your results. 
How do you
determine success?

Your results are now the baseline for your future 
campaigns. Each time you run a campaign with
the same type of goal, you should measure it 
against your best past results. 

(divide results by your goal, multiply the answer by 100)
Enter your results:

Don’t worry if you don’t hit your goal. 
You’re playing a long game here. It’s about 
learning, refining and testing new ideas until you 
find something that works — and then testing to 
find something that works better. 

What percentage of your goal did you reach? 

John C
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The
Worksheets
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Describe the person who will buy your product
or service, be as precise as possible:

Describe which keywords will reach your customer, 
with as little overlap as possible:

Ad budget:

KNOW YOUR BUDGET.
Know what you’re willing to spend. Most social media 
companies price their ads to encourage larger buys.  
Better to figure out what you’re willing to spend right now. 

Your social 
media ad 
campaign 
worksheet.

KNOW YOUR GOAL.
Are you looking for more sales? More revenue? More 
followers for future organic campaigns? 

Check one option:

TRACK YOUR NUMBERS. 

Enter your current baseline (of your chosen metric)
if available:

Enter your goal:

Enter your final results:

Sales Revenue

Followers Engagement

The Worksheets Step 1 - Set your goal. Step 2 - Create your ad. Step 3 - Track the results.

/ per ad
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Your social media
post planner:
Post title

Type of media

Date

Link to

Budget

Time

Copy / Description

Call to action

Hashtags

The Worksheets Step 1 - Set your goal. Step 2 - Create your ad. Step 3 - Track the results.
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Enter your results:

Results 

Your results are now the baseline for your future 
campaigns. Each time you run a campaign with the 
same type of goal, you should measure it against 
your best past results. 

(Divide results by your goal, multiply the answer by 100)

What percentage of your goal did you reach? 

17

BRING IT ALL TOGETHER. 

This is the important part,  
learning as much as you can  
from your ad campaign. 

Next, look at any data you have for who took an 
action aligned to your chosen goal. This could be 
followers or people who made purchases, depending 
on your goal, but it doesn’t hurt to check both. 

Look at the results for who engaged with your ad.

What can you learn about the people in
these segments?

Write down any other thoughts and notes you have, 
while everything is fresh. You might not remember all 
this when it’s time for your next campaign. 

What would you change about who you targeted 
for future promotions, based on what you learned? 

The Worksheets Step 1 - Set your goal. Step 2 - Create your ad. Step 3 - Track the results.

What can you figure out about your audience
from the data?

Were there any segments that stood out? 

Reuse this workbook to plan future ads.  
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